The formalism of hyperquantization is applied to the quantum electrodynamics of a spin 1/2 field. The result is a gauge invariant theory containing an operator S whose matrix elements agree with those of the conventional S-matrix, but in which the use of the indefinite metric can be avoided. Dyson's equations and the generalized Ward identity are derived within this formalism. §I. Introduction
§I. Introduction
The theory of quantum fields involves two distinct sets of hypotheses. First there is the general mathematical scheme of linear operators and state vectors with its associated probability interpretation, and second, the commutation relations and equations of motion for specific dynamical systems.
)
In the usual theory one tries to set up commutation relations in such a way that they are compatible with the equations of motion. While this procedure is satisfactory for comparatively simple systems, it leads to a great deal of difficulties when dealing with more complicated systems such as higher spin fields, that proposed by Klein 7 ) and Coester 8 ) and is called hyperquantization. The results of this theory can be shown to agree with Feynman-Dyson S-matrix theory for a simple system.
In particular, as will be shown below, our S-matrix of quantum electrodynamics agrees completely with that of the ordinary theory, however, the former would appear to have some advantages.
In the usual quantum field theory the S-matrix is given in terms of the chronological product of operators, which is essentially a non-relativistic operation. It is known that such a non-relativistic product can be replaced by a relativistic operation ( T* -method) for a certain type of interaction/) but this replacement makes the unitarity of the S-matrix obscure, as was pointed out by Hayashi. 3 ), 9 ) On the other hand, our hyper theory gives the S-matrix which involves only relativistic operations. So the proof of the relativistic invariance of the S-matrix is comparatively simple.
This is achieved at the expense of the proof of unitarity. That is to say, the proof of unitarity becomes cumbersome.
The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate explicitly that quantum electrodynamics can be reproduced exactly, and to show that an indefinite metric need not be introduced. This is intended as a preliminary to an investigation of higher spin fields with electromagnetic interactions. Section 2 contains a detailed formulation of the theory. In order to establish the notation to be generalized to higher spin fields in subsequent papers, we shall repeat some of the arguments given in I and II.
Since in our formalism there is no field equation, the conservation of "current" and gauge in variance have to be re-examined. We shall investigate these problems in §3. We then derive in §4 Dyson's equations for propagators and the vertex and the generalized Ward identity. Section 5 is devoted to an explicit demonstration of equivalence between the ordinary S-matrix and ours. §2. Formulation
We shall formulate the quantum electrodynamics of a spin 1/2 field.*) The first step is to introduce the creation and annihilation operators depending on points in four-dimensional Minkowski space and satisfying the relations 
can be used to establish a general Fock space. This Fock space is then given physical significance by restricting the states Q to satisfy the conditions
These states can be explicitly constructed by using the spinor and vector wave functions satisfying
together with the normalization and closure conditions
where*)
= -1 for p=).l=4. 
Hence we find, with the aid of (2·11) and (2·12)
Since the vacuum t2o defined by (2 · 4) ,.._, (2 · 6) obviously satisfies the restrictions (2 · 7)--(2 ·10), the vectors Q(m; n; l)==Q(p1r1, ... pmrm; q1s1 .. ·qnsn; k1t1 .. ·krtr).
will also satisfy those conditions and will be referred to as the physical states of the system. The proof involves only the repeated use of (2 · 28) ,__, (2 · 30)
As was shown in I, these vectors are eigenstates of the energy-momentum and charge operators
and which satisfy the relations 
As indicated in I and II, the norm of the vectors (2 · 31) is infinite. To render the states normalizable we define a dual space whose vectors are given by
q~oo Ja
By virtue of the normalization conditions (2 ·13) to (2 ·15) the above operators satisfy
from which it follows that the physical states satisfy, for instance, the ortho-. normalization conditions
The following two remarks are in order. The wave functions satisfying the first of Eqs. (2 ·12) with the normalization and closure conditions (2 ·15) and (2 · 18) may be written
where e~1) and e~2) are two space-like vectors perpendicular to k{J., and 
We shall eliminate this arbitrariness by reqmrmg the states Q to satisfy the conditions
The meanmg of this condition will become clear in the discussion of gauge invariance in §3. With this restriction the dual vectors are given uniquely by (2· 39),
For the discussion of interacting fields it is vital to introduce the field operators
which obviously satisfy
and also
As is readily verified, the non-vanishing matrix elements of A.~-t(x) are given by 
we impose the following field conditions on the state vectors ?J":
{aMcM(x)-~d 4 y8MDc(x-y)Ji-t(y) }?J"=O, which may be rewritten as
as a consequence of (2·60)----(2·63).
As in I we construct the states ?f!' explicitly: · They are given by 
To verify that 1J! given by (2 · 77) satisfies (2 · 72) for instance we note that
from which we find
Since JM(x) and H commute as a consequence of (2·58) and (2·59) we obtain with the help of (2 ·10)
and hence (2 · 72).
A
It is this quantity S whose matrix elements between Q and Q agree with those of the S-matrix in the usual quantum electrodynamics. We shall postpone this argument until later. §3. Current conservation and gauge invariance
The fact that there is no field equation for 'l/r(x) and Aw(x) casts some doubt upon the validity of current conservation and gauge invariance. We may expect that the current JA (x) would be conserved when operated on the state vector 1J! on account of the field conditions (2 · 73)......., (2 · 76). However, the situation is not as simple as one can hope, since the field conditions (2 · 73) ,..._, (2 · 76) have non-vanishing terms on the right-hand side which have no counter part in field equations in the Heisenberg picture in ordinary quantum electrodynamics. Indeed, if we ·calculate a~<Jf.l.(x)?P', we obtain ~ ~
=ie'l/r(x) {-(r8+m) + ( -r8+m)}o/,(x)W' =ieo/(x) {I(x) +ib+(x)}?F+ieo/(x) {I(x) +ia+(x)}?F =e {a+(x)a(x) -b+(x)b(x)} ?F+ ie~d 4 ya+(y )Sc(Y -x)b+(x)?F
-ie~d 4 ya+(x)Sc(x-y)b+(y)?F.
Thus we see that the "current" is not conserved in the ordinary sense. However, if we multiply (3 ·1) from the left by Q and make use of the condition (2 ·54) we obtain .A.
(!2, 8~~.J~~.(x)?F) =0,
which corresponds to the condition of current conservation in the usual theory. The exclusion of the point Xo = oo causes no trouble as will be seen below Next let us investigate what analogue the gauge invariance of ordinary quantum electrodynamics has in our formalism. For this purpose it is convenient to use a different set of vectors e~>' in place of e~) in ( where t2r contains only particles described by the wave functions Uk~2)(x) and Q< 3 > only those described by ui~(x). We"expand Qca) as 
From the above calculations it is seen that what corresponds to the arbitrariness of gauge of the electromagnetic potential in ordinary theory is the arbitrariness of the expansion coefficients C< 1 )(k) of (3 · 9) in hyper theory. Denoting the second term in the expansion (3· 9) by fb(l), we may calculate the following two quantities: Therefore, from (3·8) and (3·9), the S-matrix element between two arbitrary ""
states !2 and ti is given by
which shows that our S-matrix is "gauge invariant" in that it does not depend on the arbitrary function A(x). §4.
Dyson's equations and the generalized Ward identity
Having confirmed the gauge invariance and the current conservation, we now derive Dyson's equations as well as the generalized Ward identity. Hereby, the equivalence of our formalism to the ordinary theory is established.
We first note the equations
which follow from (2·69).....__(2·72) and (3·1). If we define
and substitute these into (4·1) and (4·2) we obtain
If we transform ( 4 · 7) and ( 4 · 8) into momentum space and divide by CirP + m) and k 2 , respectively, we arrive at Dyson's equations for the propagators and the vertex.
In order to derive the generalized Ward identity, we use (2 · 72) to obtain (4·11)
If we now use (3 ·1) and shift the creation and annihilation operators to the left we arrive at
Then substituting ( 4 · 4) and ( 4 · 6) and transferring to momentum space we have finally (4·13) which is just the generalized Ward identity. From the above it is seen that our formalism is completely equivalent to Dyson's. Therefore the renormalization program can be carried out in exactly the same manner. §5. The S -matrix
In the same manner as was done in II we can now show that the matrix elements of the quantity S defined by (2 · 78) with (2 · 79) agree with the Smatrix elements in the conventional theory. The difference between the field presently under discussion and those discussed in II arises from the absence of the factor g/.4 11 under the integral in (2· 55). I;Iowever, using the commutation relations Therefore, the product of operators on the left side of (5 · 6) corresponds to the chronological product of the interaction picture operators in ordinary field theory.
In the same way it can be shown that 'o/(x)r4 behaves like the hermitian conjugate of 'o/(x) when it occurs in a normal product sandwiched between !J and !J, and that the Wick expansion in normal products holds for products of these operators.
From the foregoing discussion it follows that the matrix elements of the operatorS in (2· 78) agree with the S-matrix elements in the usual theory. We shall demonstrate this agreement to second order.
The second order term in the expansion of our S-matrix is given by 
and in the same way we find
putting (5 ·10)--(5 ·13) in (5 · 7) we see that to second order our S-matrix elements agree with those in ordinary quantum electrodynamics. From this agreement of the matrix elements it follows that our S-matrix satisfies conservation of probability; i.e. 
n corresponding to the unitarity of the S-matrix in the usual theory.
.
K. Dormuth andY. Takahashi §6. Discussion
We have applied our general theory developed in I and II to quantum electrodynamics of a spin 1/2 field and have shown that the matrix elements of our S agree with those of the conventional S-matrix. We have also shown that our formalism is gauge invariant. Dyson's equations for propagators and the vertex, and also the generalized Ward identity have been derived. One advantage of our formalism is that the indefinite metric does not have to be referred to. We note, however, that it is very difficult in our formalism to prove the spectral representation of propagators. This is because the causal propagator appears directly in our formalism without referring to the positive and negative frequency propagators. A proof of the spectral representation is usually carried out by asserting that the positive and negative frequency propagators separately satisfy the spectral representation and then combining these two to form the causal propagator. We cannot use this argument in our formalism. The problem of the unitarity of the S-matrix is also related to such a structure of our formalism that contains the causal propagator directly. We recall here the argument by Shimodaira
9
) that if the S-matrix is given in terms of the T*-product, the proof of causality is simple whereas the proof of unitarity is difficult, and if the S-matrix is given in term of T-product, the proof of unitarity is easy but that of causality is difficult. Since our formalism contains the causal propagators directly (this corresponds to T*-product method), the proof of unitarity is cumbersome. In fact, we can prove it only in perturbation expansion or indirectly by showing our theory is the same as the ordinary unitary theory. Such an argument is of course unsatisfactory in the region that our theory deviates from the conventional one. We have not so far succeded in a direct proof of the unitarity. If this could be achieved, our theory would be ideal for non-local interactions.
